Arctic Craft Investigation

Mission Need: Boat capability to support mission operations in the Arctic.

**Project Objectives:**
- Conduct technical and market research on craft that could provide the CG with Arctic capability.
- Conduct a demonstration of Arctic craft to evaluate their effectiveness to execute CG missions on the North Slope of Alaska.
- Identify and test technologies that could be implemented to improve a craft’s Arctic capabilities.

**Sponsor:** CG-731  
**Stakeholder(s):** D17, SFLC

**Key Milestone / Deliverable Schedule:**
- Project Start: 1 Oct 10
- Arctic Craft Investigation Report: 20 Aug 11
- Demonstration in Arctic: 8 Nov 12
- Improving Craft Capabilities for Arctic Operations: Sep 13
- Project End: Sep 13

**Expected Benefit:**
Inform follow-on acquisition/enterprise deployment

**Notes:**
Project includes use of a BAA.